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Generative AI: Useful tool or teaching distraction?

❑ (Briefly) what do we mean by Generative AI?

❑ How did we, as an author team, react to Gen AI?

❑What have academics been doing with Gen AI?

❑ How might the rise of Gen AI affect our  teaching?

❑ …. And how we write cases and examples for teaching?



There are (literally) hundreds of AI apps appearing



What can AI do to prepare teaching materials? 

My prompt

Write a 100 word or 

shorter introduction to a 

webinar for academics 

on the subject of using AI 

in the teaching of 

operations management'

ChatGPT 3.5

"Welcome to our exclusive academic webinar on 'AI in 

Teaching Operations Management.' Explore the 

intersection of artificial intelligence and academia as we 

discuss cutting-edge applications reshaping the 

landscape of operations management education. Join 

fellow scholars in discovering innovative AI tools 

designed to elevate teaching methods, enhance student 

engagement, and optimize curriculum delivery. Delve 

into the future of education, where AI serves as a catalyst 

for transformative learning experiences. Don't miss this 

opportunity to exchange insights and explore the 

limitless possibilities AI brings to the realm of academic 
operations management instruction."



What can AI do to prepare teaching materials?

My prompt

Prepare a 1-minute video 

introducing a webinar on using 

AI in teaching Operations 

Management using a male 
British voice. 





AI Nigel
Arabic speaking

AI Nigel





The Most-Read Stories in Harvard Faculty lounge in 2023:

ChatGPT and AI Text Generators

Are Your Students Ready for AI?

Let ChatGPT be Your Teaching Assistant

Student Use Cases for AI (A 5-Article Series)

Why All Our Classes Suddenly Became AI Classes

It’s what we are all talking about



How did it impact us as an author team?

Clearly has implications for how we research examples for the 
books

Options ….. ?

But, in the short-term it was the end-of-chapter problems 
that would be most affected.

We woke up to the importance of AI very close to the 
manuscript submission deadline for Operations and 
Process Management 7th Edition



Advantages Disadvantages

Gen AI and End-of-chapter exercises, options for  OPM7

Options

Ignore and 
keep as is

Make examples 
AI ‘resistant’

Embrace 
potential of AI

Abandon 
‘Applying the 
principles’

Subtlety
Emotion
Ambiguity
Originality
Case-based

Make some into 
worked examples?

Emphasize 
critiques?

No differences between 
editions

All exercises 
Vulnerable to AI

Reduces pressure on 
space

Less useful for 
users?

Could delay MS 
submission

More useful to users
Good learning for authors

More useful to adopters
Good learning for authors

Could delay MS 
submission



What we did in the short-term

The section now called, ‘Go beyond the bots in applying the 

principles’ – introduced by the following …

• Reduced questions to four (often case-based)  per chapter

• Encouraged students to critique the ‘answers’ given by AI

What might the AI-generated ‘answer’ have forgotten? Are the 

assumptions it is using valid? Would the suggested ‘answer’ be valid for 

all types of operation? What more can you add to the AI analysis? 



What have academics been doing with Gen AI?

Webinar - The Impact of AI on the Case Method
Thursday 28 September 2023
Martin Kupp and Urs Mueller.
Summarized in Connect, The Case Centre, October 2023.

https://www.thecasecentre.org/caseMeth
od/guidance/videosWebinars

Martin Kupp
ESCP Europe, Paris  

Urs Mueller
SDA Bocconi

Ethan Mollick
Wharton School of 
the University of 
Pennsylvania

https://www.oneusefulthing.org/

Lilach Mollick
Director of Pedagogy at 
Wharton Interactive 

How Does AI Impact Education? – Wharton 
Professor Ethan Mollick | AI in Focus Series

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WF
DB7ALKfT8



What have academics been doing with Gen AI?

Routine Admin
• Data Analysis
• Student tracking
• Timetabling

Personalised tutoring
• Intelligent tutoring
• Student tracking
• Adaptive learning platforms

Student Assessment
• Plagiarism detection?
• AI as a team member
• MCQ generation

Teaching material generation
• Slide generation
• Text to video
• Topic summary creation
• Case writing

Content design
• Curriculum design
• Topic coverage
• Exercise/example creation



What have academics been doing with Gen AI?

• “The AI you use now is the worst that you will ever use” – You must keep up

• The ’Jagged Frontier’ - AI is good at some tasks and bad at others in ways 
that are difficult to predict

• Assignments/homework as we knew them are dead. You won’t beat Gen AI, 
but you can exploit it for better learning [my emphasis]

• The more you use Gen AI the better results you get

• (At the moment) It’s all about developing the prompt

• You shouldn’t believe anything it says – needs continual checking

• Important to stress ethical implications



How might Gen AI affect our teaching?

How we teach How we assess How we write 
for teaching 



AI: Enlightenment and 
Despair

• Output for lesson outlines are reasonably good

• Students using AI to support processes of learning 
and discovery

• Students failing to challenge assumptions, critique 
and check outputs

• Students failing to build on AI generated output in 
an intelligent ways

• Students submitting assignments that are AI 
generated.



AI and Assignments: A rule-based approach
Example guidelines for student assessment

“The University recognises an increasing number of technologies such as Artificial Intelligence and that they may be applicable in your 
completing this assessment … 

You are reminded that the inappropriate use of such a technology may constitute a breach of University policy. If you breach these 
policies, it may have significant consequences for your studies.”

Set out what the student must do if they use AI:

• Provide screenshots of the question and the AI-generated response, alongside an explanation of how the content has been utilised. You 
should note the relevant reference alongside each screenshot. 

• When you submit you must complete (physically or electronically) a declaration. This requires you to explain the use of any AI

• Where AI is permitted you MUST set out clearly the following: 

• WHY you used a generative AI

• WHAT it was used for

• WHICH AI was used 

• You may be called for viva or other interview to demonstrate intellectual ownership. A failure to disclose the use of AI, or the use of a 
misleading description of its use may have significant consequences for your studies. As a result, keeping good records of your interactions 
is strongly advised. 

• You MUST NOT use any tool or service requiring any subscription.



AI and assignments: A capability-based 
approach

• Empower students to use AI in a meaningful way, not a replacement for learning but a tool 
for learning

• Emphasize critical thinking and judgment skills 

• Framing problems and asking insightful questions

• Interpreting results of the algorithm and checking trustworthiness 

• Seeking clarification

• Understanding biases.

• Overall, AI as a driver of learning if used appropriately, and a detriment to learning (and 
attainment) if not.



An example in practice: Introducing AI to foundation year students

Context: who are they? Existing AI understanding 
and practice

Aim The activity



The activity: AI as a coach for reflective writing

You are a helpful friendly coach helping me reflect on a recent “critical incident” (I am an undergraduate student at a UK 
University). Introduce yourself. Explain that you're here as my coach to help them reflect on the experience. Tell you about 
the critical incident I experienced. Think step by step and wait for me to answer before doing anything else. Do not share 
your plan with me. Reflect on each step of the conversation and then decide what to do next. Ask only 1 question at a 
time. 1. Ask me to think about the experience and prompt me to provide additional detail. Wait for a response. Do not 
proceed until you get a response because you'll need to adapt your next question based on my response. 2. Then ask me: 
Reflect on this incident. What new insights did you gain? Do not proceed until you get a response. Do not share your plan 
with me. Always wait for a response but do not tell me you are waiting for a response. Ask open-ended questions but 
only ask them one at a time. Push me to give you extensive responses articulating key ideas. Ask follow-up questions. For 
instance, if I say I gained a new understanding of a situation or concept ask me to explain my old and new understanding. 
Ask me what led to my new insight. These questions prompt a deeper reflection. Push for specific examples. For example, 
ask me to provide a concrete example from my experience that illustrates the change. Specific examples anchor 
reflections in real learning moments. Discuss obstacles. Ask me to consider what obstacles or doubts I still face in 
applying my learning. Discuss strategies for overcoming these obstacles. This helps turn reflections into goal setting. 
Wrap up the conversation by praising reflective thinking. Let me know when my reflections are especially thoughtful or 
demonstrate progress. Let me know if my reflections reveal a change or growth in thinking.



Output



Principles for prompt engineering

1. Tell the AI who it is, how it should behave and what the aim of the interaction is

“You are a helpful friendly coach helping me reflect on a recent critical incident”

2. Give the AI clear instructions to keep asking as series of questions to encourage you to think more 
deeply, act on feedback and aim for improvement. (The important thing here is that the AI is asking 
you questions, not the other way round).

3. Tell the AI what not to do – to stop it from acting in unexpected ways

“Do not proceed until you get a response”. 

“Do not share your plan with me”

4. Tell the AI what you personally need it to do in order to help you to succeed at the task

“Push for specific examples. For example, ask me to provide a concrete example from my experience 
that illustrates the change”.

Mollick, E. and Mollick, L., 2023. Assigning AI: Seven 
Approaches for Students, with Prompts. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2306.10052.



Lessons learned

Prompt engineering is 
tricky 

I know the sort of teacher 
my students need – do 

they?

AI tools are unpredictable AI is a moving target



Be careful 
what you 
wish for!



Create

Evaluate

Analyse

Apply

Understand

Remember Google, Wikipedia
ChatGPT-3

Emerging AI technology

Graduate skills

Anderson & Krathwohl (2001)

AI in Bloom’s Taxonomy

How might Gen AI affect our teaching?



Freshlunch
group 

assignment

Example of incorporating AI in group assignments



FreshLunch assignment brief [2/4]

• Deliverables > 

• A 12-minute online presentation 
addressing the questions raised in 
the consulting challenge

• A 300-word reflection considering 
how your team worked together to 
develop solutions. 

Example of incorporating AI in group assignments



• Your teams consists of four 
MBAs and Gen Al

Example of incorporating AI in group assignments



FreshLunch assignment brief [4/4]

• Don’t trust what Gen AI says without checking - Gen AI isn’t ‘truth’ 

• Gen AI often reinforces majority perspectives .. consider alternatives 

• Gen AI is a tool to learn not just deliver content

• Bad prompts in -> bad information out

• What are the boundary conditions for the answers you’re getting? 

• Country

• PESTL [Political / Economic / Sociological / Technological / Legal / 
Environmental] 

• Sector / Industry

• Size / Business objectives 

• What is the Feasibility, Acceptability, Vulnerability of your solutions? 

• All members of the team should have a voice in developing your ideas! 

Advice to groups …





https://chat.openai.com/share/4b8df
9cb-c87d-4a3f-8ba2-f2fe09d747b5

https://chat.openai.com/share/4b8df9cb-c87d-4a3f-8ba2-f2fe09d747b5
https://chat.openai.com/share/4b8df9cb-c87d-4a3f-8ba2-f2fe09d747b5
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Chart Title

Med. chicken Chinese chicken

Flank steak Persian lamb

Thai salmon Grilled veg.



Better
Prompt

]

Solution

Solution

Even
Better

Prompt

Prompt

Focus moves from ‘the solution’ to ‘the learning’

etc.

How might Gen AI affect our teaching?

Learning

Problem



(Please feel free to critique it.)

One critique template that works for OM assessments



Prompt engineering?? 

Problem formulation

Critical thinking

Critiquing

What ‘soft skills’ will our students need to develop

Contextualization

Sensitivity analysis

Conceptual modeling

How might Gen AI affect our teaching?



Explain the relative importance of ‘the solution’ vs. ‘the learning’

Be clear to students about your attitude to using AI

Explain how to cite and use AI, and the role of prompt development

Give a warning about the AI’s tendency toward hallucination

Be clear about students’ accountability for output (don’t blame the AI)

Discussion about using AI ethically and responsibly

Most importantly, a discussion of the need to use AI as a tool to learn, not 

just to produce content



Using Gen AI in case/example writing

In-chapter examples End-of-chapter cases



Ideation
]

Using Gen AI in case/example writing

Structuring

]

Final draft

]

Section 1

]

Section N

]

Final 
version



For educators, to use AI effectively you need to …

How might the rise of Gen AI affect how we write for teaching?

• Keep using it

• Be open to implications in teaching and assessment

• Keep up with developments

Don’t be blinded by what Gen AI seems to do

Maybe it’s not AI per se that holds the real potential

…. It’s you working together with AI



How to encourage the paradigm shift to using Gen AI for learning? 
Continually repeat that you will be assessing learning, not solutions.

How to check the validity/accuracy of AI-generated information??
Go to the sources, otherwise don’t believe it.

Which Gen AI to use (if your institution doesn’t provide access)?
I use Bing in creative mode.

How to stop Gen AI from making us (staff and students) lazy?
It won’t unless you’re lazy to begin with. It should raise your game.

How do you cite Gen AI help/sources?
The Case Centre has some useful advice.

Some (composite) questions submitted in advance 
(NS responses)



Where can we find training in the use of AI for teaching and research?
I don’t know. Try Youtube!? 

How do you set exams/assessments in the ‘time of AI’? - Make them totally 
“open book”

How can one guide students to use AI in ways that foster creativity and 
critical thinking? Encourage them to cycle around the ‘prompt-answer’ 
cycle. 

What about the copyright and ethics, if AI uses works and texts of other 
authors?  Always cite them

How will Gen AI affect Thesis writing? Expect originality in any thesis  

Some (composite) questions submitted in advance (cont)



Nigel Slack
nigel.slack@wbs.ac.uk

Any more questions within our (admittedly narrow) range of 
expertise

Contact …

Alistair Brandon-Jones
abj20@bath.ac.uk

Nicola Burgess
nicola.burgess@york.ac.uk



END
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